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Spacefarers
This text reviews the theory, concepts, and basic
methods involved in archaeological analysis with the
aim of familiarizing both students and professionals
with its underlying principles. Topics covered include
the nature and presentation of data; database and
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research design; sampling and quantification;
analyzing lithics, pottery, faunal, and botanical
remains; interpreting dates; and archaeological
illustration. A glossary of key terms completes the
book.

Unwrapping the Pharaohs
Our Blue Planet provides a comprehensive
introduction to the field of maritime and underwater
archaeology. Situating the field within the broader
study of history and archaeology, this book advocates
that an understanding of how our ancestors
interacted with rivers, lakes, and oceans is integral to
comprehending the human past. Our Blue Planet
covers the full breadth of maritime and underwater
archaeology, including formerly terrestrial sites
drowned by rising sea levels, coastal sites, and a wide
variety of wreck sites ranging across the globe and
spanning from antiquity to World War II. Beginning
with a definition of the field and several chapters
dedicated to the methods of finding, recording, and
interpreting submerged sites, Our Blue Planet
provides an entry point for all readers, whether or not
they are familiar with maritime and underwater
archaeology or archaeology in general. The book then
shifts to a thematic approach with chapters exploring
human interactions with the watery world, both along
the coasts and by ship. These chapters discuss the
relationships between culture, technology, and
environment that allowed humans through time to
spread across the globe. Because ships were the
primary means for humans to interact with large
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bodies of water, they are the focus of several
chapters on the development of shipbuilding
technology, the lives of sailors, and the uses of ships
in exploration, expansion, and warfare. The book ends
with chapters on how and why the non-renewable
submerged archaeological record should be managed,
so that both current and future generations can learn
from the achievements and failures of past societies,
as well as on how anyone can become involved in
maritime and underwater archaeology. Throughout,
the reader benefits from the personal reflections of a
number of leading figures in the field.

The Bible Unearthed
3D Recording and Interpretation for
Maritime Archaeology
"In 1925 a team of archaeologists was sent by famed
archaeologist James Henry Breasted, the Director of
the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, to
search for the city that King Solomon built in the tenth
century BCE. These excavations are rightfully famous
for the light they shed on one of the most important
cities in biblical times: the ancient city of Megiddo, in
Israel, the site of Armageddon. The books and articles
that the original participants published are still used,
and debated, by archaeologists working in the region
today. However, these scholarly publications provide
only a small window into the daily activities of the
team members and the stories behind their amazing
discoveries. Using a treasure trove of other writing Page 3/26
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including more than three decades' worth of letters,
cablegrams, cards, and diaries, archaeologist and
historian Eric Cline, who spent twenty years digging at
Megiddo himself, brings the Chicago excavators and
their discoveries to life situating them against the
backdrop of the Great Depression in the United States
as well as the growing troubles and tensions in British
Mandate Palestine. Their story, as recounted by Cline,
often reads more like melodrama than dry
archaeological report and provides a unique a glimpse
of the internal workings of a dig in the early years of
biblical archaeology. In the course of telling their
story, Cline gives readers the full picture of an
archaeological site from its first discoveries to its
most recent excavations placing it all in the larger
scheme of the rise and fall of civilizations, from the
Neolithic Revolution through the Romans"--

Archaeology
The scope of this book is wide-ranging and includes
methods of searching for and locating buried remains,
their practical recovery, the decay of human and
associated death scene materials, the analysis and
identification.

Exam Prep for: Archaeology Down to
Earth
A futuristic tale set in a long-lost fictional city similar
to post-colonial Hong Kong follows the efforts of a
team of archaeologists to reconstruct its metropolis
through historical maps, documents and artifacts that
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are translated through anecdotal experiences and
social commentary.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica
What will it take to make humanity a spacefaring
species? The usual: good reasons and good planning.
Christopher Wanjek explores the practical motivations
for striking out into the far reaches of the solar
system and the realities of the challenge. And he
introduces us to the scientists and entrepreneurs who
are already tackling that challenge.

Atlas
This new brief edition pairs two of archaeology's most
recognized names -- David Hurst Thomas of the
American Museum of Natural History and Robert L.
Kelly of the University of Wyoming. Their well-chosen
examples show how archaeologists have worked
through actual problems in the field and in the lab.
After using this book, readers will be better able to
ask questions, solve problems, and discern truth from
fiction. They will learn about the nature of
archaeological data and how archaeologists do such
things as archaeological survey and excavation. They
also will develop their sense of scientific logic and
gain a better understanding of career opportunities
available to archaeologists. This edition's enhanced
full-color design improves the visual presentation and
enables users to more clearly see the key points of an
image. A rich array of supplemental resources
includes a new companion website, as well as the
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option to use the Doing Fieldwork: Archaeological
Demonstrations CD-ROM, Version 2.0, also developed
by the authors. Available with InfoTrac Student
Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Exam Prep for: Bundle; Archaeology;
Down To Earth
This field manual provides essential background
information for those interested in undertaking
archaeology in Australia. Professional archaeologists
provide their personal tips for working in each state
and territory, dealing with a living heritage, working
with Aboriginal peoples, and coping with Australian
conditions. Grounded in the social, political and
ethical issues that inform Australian archaeology
today, this book is also packed with practical advice.

Down from Olympus
Archaeology: Down to Earth
This edited volume gathers contributions focused on
understanding the environment through the lens of
Historical Archaeology. Pressing issues such as
climate change, global warming, the Anthropocene
and loss of biodiversity have pushed scholars from
different areas to examine issues related to the
causes, processes, and consequences of these
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phenomena. While traditional barriers between
natural and social sciences have been torn down,
these issues have gradually occupied a central place
in the field of anthropology. As archaeology involves
the transdisciplinary study of cultural and natural
evidence related to the past, it is in a privileged
position to discuss the historical depth of some of the
processes related to environment that are deeply
affecting the world today. This volume brings together
substantial and comprehensive contributions to the
understanding of the environment in a historical
perspective along three lines of inquiry: Theoretical
and methodological approaches to the environment in
Historical Archaeology Studies on environmental
Historical Archaeology Historical Archaeology and the
Anthropocene Historical Archaeology and
Environment will be of interest to researchers in both
social and environmental sciences, working in
different disciplines and research areas, such as
archaeology, history, geography, anthropology,
climate change studies, environmental analysis and
sustainable development studies.

Our Blue Planet: an Introduction to
Maritime and Underwate
This book focusses on new technologies and multimethod research designs in the field of modern
archaeology, which increasingly crosses academic
boundaries to investigate past human-environmental
relationships and to reconstruct palaeolandscapes. It
aims at establishing the concept of Digital
Geoarcheology as a novel approach of
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interdisciplinary collaboration situated at the scientific
interface between classical studies, geosciences and
computer sciences. Among others, the book includes
topics such as geographic information systems,
spatiotemporal analysis, remote sensing applications,
laser scanning, digital elevation models, geophysical
prospecting, data fusion and 3D visualisation,
categorized in four major sections. Each section is
introduced by a general thematic overview and
followed by case studies, which vividly illustrate the
broad spectrum of potential applications and new
research designs. Mutual fields of work and common
technologies are identified and discussed from
different scholarly perspectives. By stimulating
knowledge transfer and fostering interdisciplinary
collaboration, Digital Geoarchaeology helps generate
valuable synergies and contributes to a better
understanding of ancient landscapes along with their
forming processes. Chapters 1, 2, 6, 8 and 14 are
published open access under a CC BY 4.0 license at
link.springer.com.

Archaeology: Down to Earth
This guidance document covers the use of
geoarchaeology to assist in understanding the
archaeological record. Geoarchaeological techniques
may range in scale from landscape studies to
microscopic analysis, and are carried out by
practitioners with specialist knowledge about the
physical environment in which archaeological
stratigraphy is preserved, and excavations take place.
The main aim is usually to understand site formation
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processes, but there may also be issues concerning
site preservation, refining field interpretations of
archaeological contexts and identifying changes in
the physical landscape through time.

Down to Earth
One of the century's most spectacular archaeological
finds occurred in 1921, a year before Howard Carter
stumbled upon Tutankhamun's tomb, when Poul
Norlund recovered dozens of garments from a
graveyard in the Norse settlement of Herjolfsnaes,
Greenland. Preserved intact for centuries by the
permafrost, these mediaeval garments display
remarkable similarities to western European costumes
of the time. Previously, such costumes were known
only from contemporary illustrations, and the
Greenland finds provided the world with a close look
at how ordinary Europeans dressed in the Middle
Ages. Fortunately for Norlund's team, wood has
always been extremely scarce in Greenland, and
instead of caskets, many of the bodies were found
swaddled in multiple layers of cast off clothing. When
he wrote about the excavation later, Norlund also
described how occasional thaws had permitted
crowberry and dwarf willow to establish themselves in
the top layers of soil. Their roots grew through coffins,
clothing and corpses alike, binding them together in a
vast network of thin fibers - as if, he wrote, the finds
had been literally sewn in the earth. Eighty years of
technical advances and subsequent excavations have
greatly added to our understanding of the
Herjolfsnaes discoveries. Woven into the Earth
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recounts the dramatic story of Norlund's excavation in
the context of other Norse textile finds in Greenland.
It then describes what the finds tell us about the
materials and methods used in making the clothes.
The weaving and sewing techniques detailed here are
surprisingly sophisticated, and one can only admire
the talent of the women who employed them,
especially considering the harsh conditions they
worked under. While Woven into the Earth will be
invaluable to students of medieval archaeology, Norse
society and textile history, both lay readers and
scholars are sure to find the book's dig narratives and
glimpses of life among the last Vikings fascinating.

Digging Deeper
Archaeology: Down to Earth
This new brief edition pairs two of archaeology’s most
recognized names -- David Hurst Thomas of the
American Museum of Natural History and Robert L.
Kelly of the University of Wyoming. Their well-chosen
examples show how archaeologists have worked
through actual problems in the field and in the lab.
After using this book, readers will be better able to
ask questions, solve problems, and discern “truth”
from “fiction.” They will learn about the nature of
archaeological data and how archaeologists do such
things as archaeological survey and excavation. They
also will develop their sense of scientific logic and
gain a better understanding of career opportunities
available to archaeologists. This edition’s enhanced
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full-color design improves the visual presentation and
enables users to more clearly see the key points of an
image. A rich array of supplemental resources
includes a new companion website, as well as the
option to use the Doing Fieldwork: Archaeological
Demonstrations CD-ROM, Version 2.0, also developed
by the authors.

The Archaeologist's Laboratory
A pioneering space archaeologist explores artifacts
left behind in space and on Earth, from moon dust to
Elon Musk's red sports car. Alice Gorman is a space
archaeologist: she examines the artifacts of human
encounters with space. These objects, left behind on
Earth and in space, can be massive (dead satellites in
eternal orbit) or tiny (discarded zip ties around a
defunct space antenna). They can be bold (an
American flag on the moon) or hopeful (messages
from Earth sent into deep space). They raise
interesting questions: Why did Elon Musk feel
compelled to send a red Tesla into space? What
accounts for the multiple rocket-themed playgrounds
constructed after the Russians launched Sputnik?
Gorman—affectionately known as “Dr Space Junk”
—takes readers on a journey through the solar system
and beyond, deploying space artifacts, historical
explorations, and even the occasional cocktail recipe
in search of the ways that we make space
meaningful. Engaging and erudite, Gorman recounts
her background as a (nonspace) archaeologist and
how she became interested in space artifacts. She
shows us her own piece of space junk: a fragment of
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the fuel tank insulation from Skylab, the NASA
spacecraft that crash-landed in Western Australia in
1979. She explains that the conventional view of the
space race as “the triumph of the white, male
American astronaut” seems inadequate; what really
interests her, she says, is how everyday people
engage with space. To an archaeologist, objects from
the past are significant because they remind us of
what we might want to hold on to in the future.

Settling the Earth
This new brief edition pairs two of archaeology's most
recognized names-- David Hurst Thomas of the
American Museum of Natural History and Robert L.
Kelly of the University of Wyoming-to bring a
passionate, down-to-earth introduction to
archaeological method and theory to the classroom.
Designed both for students who intend on pursuing a
career in archaeology, as well as those who do not,
the authors give students a more immediate,
concrete impression of what the practice of
archaeology is all about. They include well-chosen
examples that show how archaeologists have worked
through actual problems in the field and in the lab.
After using this text, students will be better able to
ask questions, solve problems, and discern truth from
fiction. Students will not only learn about the nature
of archaeological data and how archaeologists do
such things as archaeological survey and excavation,
they will also develop their sense of scientific logic
and gain a better understanding of what career
opportunities are available for archaeologists. This
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edition is enhanced with new pedagogical features,
many more photos and a completely new design to
help students prioritize and learn the material
presented. A rich array of supplemental resources
includes a new companion website, as well as the
option to use a new CD-ROM, DOING FIELDWORK:
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DEMONSTRATIONS also developed
by the authors. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Forensic Archaeology and Human Rights
Violations
Hebrew Bible
"A brief, accessible primer explaining the basics of
archaeology from "How do you know where to dig?" to
"Do you get keep what you find?""--

Forbidden Archeology
The chapters in this edited volume present multidisciplinary case studies of prehistoric archaeological
sites located on now-submerged portions of the
continental shelf. Each chapter represents an
extension of the known prehistoric record beyond the
modern shoreline. Case studies represent central
themes of landscape change, climate change and
societal development, using new technologies for
mapping, monitoring and managing these sites.
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Historical Archaeology and Environment
Prehistoric Archaeology on the
Continental Shelf
In Down from Olympus Suzanne Marchand attempts
to come to grips with German Graecophilia, not as a
private passion but as an institutionally generated
and preserved cultural trope. The book argues that
nineteenth-century philhellenes inherited both an
elitist normative aesthetics and an ascetic scholarly
ethos from their Romantic predecessors; German
"neohumanists" promised to reconcile these
intellectual commitments, and by so doing, to
revitalize education and the arts. Focusing on the
history of classical archaeology, Marchand shows how
the injunction to imitate Greek art, especially
sculpture, was made the basis for new, state-funded
cultural institutions. Tracing interactions between
scholars and policymakers that made possible grandscale cultural feats like the acquisition of the
Pergamum Altar, she underscores both the gains in
specialized knowledge and the failures in social
responsibility that were the distinctive products of
German neohumanism. Most important, Marchand
traces the history of the study, excavation, and
exhibition of Greek art as a means to confront the
social, cultural and political consequences of the
specialization of scholarship in the last two centuries.
Although it emphasizes the persistence of ancient
models, Down from Olympus is very much a modern
tale.
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Woven Into the Earth
Mummies, pyramids, and pharaohs! The culture and
civilization of the ancient Egyptians have fascinated
people for centuries and some have direct correlation
to biblical events.Authors David Down and John
Ashton present a groundbreaking new chronology in
Unwrapping the Pharaohs that shows how Egyptian
Archaeology supports the biblical timeline.Go back in
time as famous Egyptians such as the boy-king
Tutankhamen, and the beautiful Cleopatra are
brought to life in this captivating new look at Egyptian
history from a biblical worldview.

Archaeology
Decribes how scientists can learn about the past and
how ancient peoples lived by excavating rocks and
other clues

Digital Geoarchaeology
A Science Friday Best Science Book of 2019 • A Kirkus
Reviews Best Nonfiction Book of 2019 • Nature's Top
Ten Books of 2019 • A Science News Best Book of
2019 "A crash course in the amazing new science of
space archaeology that only Sarah Parcak can give.
This book will awaken the explorer in all of us."
—Chris Anderson, Head of TED National Geographic
Fellow and TED Prize–winner Sarah Parcak pioneers
the young field of satellite archaeology, using
futuristic tools to unlock secrets from the past and
transform how discoveries are made. As an
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archaeologist, she has worked on remote sensing
projects across twelve countries and four continents,
using multispectral and high-resolution satellite
imagery analysis to identify thousands of potential
archaeological sites. These include previously
unknown settlements, roads, fortresses, palaces,
tombs, and even potential pyramids. She presently
directs major crowdsourcing efforts to map ancient
civilizations across Peru and India. In Archaeology
from Space, Sarah describes the field’s evolution,
major discoveries, and future potential. From surprise
advancements after the declassification of spy
photography, to a new map of the mythical Egyptian
city of Tanis, she shares her field’s biggest
discoveries, revealing why space archaeology is not
only exciting but also essential to the preservation of
the world’s ancient treasures for future generations.
Sarah’s stories take readers back in time and across
borders, into the day-to-day lives of ancient humans
who displayed grit, ingenuity, and brilliance across
the millennia. We share those same traits, and those
same underlying genes. If we heed the lessons of the
past, we can shape a vibrant future.

Digging Up Armageddon
This open access peer-reviewed volume was inspired
by the UNESCO UNITWIN Network for Underwater
Archaeology International Workshop held at Flinders
University, Adelaide, Australia in November 2016.
Content is based on, but not limited to, the work
presented at the workshop which was dedicated to 3D
recording and interpretation for maritime
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archaeology. The volume consists of contributions
from leading international experts as well as up-andcoming early career researchers from around the
globe. The content of the book includes recording and
analysis of maritime archaeology through emerging
technologies, including both practical and theoretical
contributions. Topics include photogrammetric
recording, laser scanning, marine geophysical 3D
survey techniques, virtual reality, 3D modelling and
reconstruction, data integration and Geographic
Information Systems. The principal incentive for this
publication is the ongoing rapid shift in the
methodologies of maritime archaeology within recent
years and a marked increase in the use of 3D and
digital approaches. This convergence of digital
technologies such as underwater photography and
photogrammetry, 3D sonar, 3D virtual reality, and 3D
printing has highlighted a pressing need for these
new methodologies to be considered together, both in
terms of defining the state-of-the-art and for
consideration of future directions. As a scholarly
publication, the audience for the book includes
students and researchers, as well as professionals
working in various aspects of archaeology, heritage
management, education, museums, and public policy.
It will be of special interest to those working in the
field of coastal cultural resource management and
underwater archaeology but will also be of broader
interest to anyone interested in archaeology and to
those in other disciplines who are now engaging with
3D recording and visualization.

Urban Archaeology, Municipal
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Government and Local Planning
Developed with three educational levels in mind, The
Archaeology Book takes you on an exciting
exploration of history and ancient cultures. You'll
learn both the techniques of the archaeologist and
the accounts of some of the richest discoveries of the
Middle East that demonstrate the accuracy and
historicity of the Bible. In The Archaeology Book you
will unearth: How archaeologists know what life was
like in the past Why broken pottery can tell more than
gold or treasure can Some of the difficulties in dating
ancient artifacts How the brilliance of ancient cultures
demonstrates God's creation History of ancient
cultures, including the Hittites, Babylonians, and
Egyptians The early development of the alphabet and
its impact on discovery The numerous archaeological
finds that confirm biblical history Why the Dead Sea
scrolls are considered such a vital breakthrough Filled
with vivid full-color photos, detailed drawings, and
maps, you will have access to some of the greatest
biblical mysteries ever uncovered. With the enhanced
educational format of this book and the unique colorcoded, multi-age design, it allows the ease of
teaching the fundamentals of archaeology through
complex insights to three distinct grade levels. Free
downloadable study guide at www.masterbooks.org

Current Archaeology
This book discusses climate and dating of the Indus
Valley civilization and Sir Mortimer Wheeler
summarizes other contributions to the study.
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Exam Prep for: Bundle; Archaeology;
Down to Earth, 5th +
The seventh edition of ARCHAEOLOGY reflects the
most recent research and changes in the field, while
making core concepts easy to understand through an
engaging writing style, personalized examples, and
high-interest topics. This text pairs two of
archaeology's most recognized names, Robert L. Kelly
and David Hurst Thomas, who together have over 75
years of experience leading excavations. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Geoarchaeology
Forensic archaeology has become a paramount tool
with regard to the investigation of human rights
abuses in recent times, by utilizing field techniques
that provide a scientific means of searching, locating
and recovering the victims of human rights abuses.
By applying such techniques, human remains may be
positively identified, thereby assisting survivors who
are then able to lay their dead to rest and begin a
process of closure after such tragic events have
occurred. Additionally, the circumstances of the
victim's demise will be accurately recorded, and in
course this information will be duly presented in
scientific terms to legal enforcing bodies, such as
international criminal tribunals and domestic criminal
courts. This book is unique in that it offers the reader
a variety of topics and perspectives within one
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volume from contributors from across the globe,
coming from a variety of diverse disciplines and
experiences covering a broad spectrum that
encompasses human rights investigations. It will also
serve as a reference source for governmental
agencies that are involved in conducting human
rights investigations at various levels, including the
provision of effective military assistance to those
working in the field. Non-governmental organizations
involved in human rights investigations will also find it
to be an excellent reference that may be utilized in
order for them to more effectively provide assistance
in the areas of psychological, social, health, and
humanitarian assistance in zones where civilians have
been killed on a large scale. The book will be of
interest to professionals in the fields of forensic
pathology, international law, sociology, cultural
anthropology, political science and biological
sciences.

Archaeology from the Earth
Improving the relationship between archaeology and
local government represents one of the next great
challenges facing archaeology –specifically
archaeology done in urban settings. Not only does
local government have access to powerful legal tools
and policy mechanisms that can offer protection for
privately owned archaeological sites, but because
local government exists at the grassroots level, it is
also often closer to people who have deep knowledge
about the community itself, about its values, and
about the local meaning of the sites most in need of
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protection. This partnership between archaeology and
local government can also provide visibility and public
programing for heritage sites. This book will explore
the experiences, both positive and negative, of small
and large cities globally. We have examined programs
in the Commonwealth of Nations (formerly known as
the British Commonwealth) and in the United States.
These countries share similar perspectives on
preservation and heritage, although the approaches
these cities have taken to address municipal
archaeology reveals considerable diversity. The case
studies highlight how these innovative partnerships
have developed, and explain how they function within
local government. Engaging with the political sphere
to advocate for and conduct archaeology requires
creativity, flexibility, and the ability to develop
collaborative partnerships. How these archaeological
partnerships benefit the community is a vital part of
the equation. Heritage and tourist benefits are
discussed. Economic challenges during downturns in
the economy are analyzed. The book also examines
public outreach programs and the grassroots efforts
to protect and preserve a community's archaeological
heritage.

The Archaeology Book
Archaeology from Space
Studies in Crime
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How and when did we become the only human
species to settle the whole earth? How did our brains
become so large? In this book, Clive Gamble sets out
to answer these fundamental questions, digging deep
into the archives of archaeology, fossil ancestors and
human genetics. The wealth of detail in these sources
allows him to write a completely new account of our
earliest beginnings: a deep history in which we
devised solutions not only to the technical challenges
of global settlement but also cracked the problem,
long before writing and smartphones, of how to live
apart yet stay in touch.

Dr Space Junk vs The Universe
Over the centuries, researchers have found bones and
artifacts proving that humans like us have existed for
millions of years; the author argues, however, that
mainstream science has suppressed these facts and
that prejudices based on current scientific theory act
as a "knowledge filter," giving us a picture of
prehistory that is largely incorrect.

The Indus Civilization
The aim of this book is to give readers a broad review
of topical worldwide advancements in theoretical and
experimental facts, instrumentation and practical
applications erudite by luminescent materials and
their prospects in dealing with different types of
luminescence like photoluminescence,
electroluminescence, thermo-luminescence,
triboluminescence, bioluminescence design and
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applications. The additional part of this book deals
with the dynamics, rare-earth ions, photon down-/upconverting materials, luminescence dating, lifetime,
bioluminescence microscopical perspectives and
prospects towards the basic research or for more
advanced applications. This book is divided into four
main sections: luminescent materials and their
associated phenomena; photo-physical properties and
their emerging applications; thermoluminescence
dating: from theory to applications, and
bioluminescence perspectives and prospects.
Individual chapters should serve the broad spectrum
of common readers of diverse expertise, layman,
students and researchers, who may in this book find
easily elucidated fundamentals as well as progressive
principles of specific subjects associated with these
phenomena. This book was created by 14
contributions from experts in different fields of
luminescence and technology from over 20 research
institutes worldwide.

Luminescence
In this groundbreaking work that sets apart fact and
legend, authors Finkelstein and Silberman use
significant archeological discoveries to provide
historical information about biblical Israel and its
neighbors. In this iconoclastic and provocative work,
leading scholars Israel Finkelstein and Neil Asher
Silberman draw on recent archaeological research to
present a dramatically revised portrait of ancient
Israel and its neighbors. They argue that crucial
evidence (or a telling lack of evidence) at digs in
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Israel, Egypt, Jordan, and Lebanon suggests that
many of the most famous stories in the Bible—the
wanderings of the patriarchs, the Exodus from Egypt,
Joshua’s conquest of Canaan, and David and
Solomon’s vast empire—reflect the world of the later
authors rather than actual historical facts. Challenging
the fundamentalist readings of the scriptures and
marshaling the latest archaeological evidence to
support its new vision of ancient Israel, The Bible
Unearthed offers a fascinating and controversial
perspective on when and why the Bible was written
and why it possesses such great spiritual and
emotional power today.

Digging It Up Down Under
This new brief edition pairs two of archaeology's most
recognized names -- David Hurst Thomas of the
American Museum of Natural History and Robert L.
Kelly of the University of Wyoming. Their well-chosen
examples show how archaeologists have worked
through actual problems in the field and in the lab.
After using this book, readers will be better able to
ask questions, solve problems, and discern truth from
fiction. They will learn about the nature of
archaeological data and how archaeologists do such
things as archaeological survey and excavation. They
also will develop their sense of scientific logic and
gain a better understanding of career opportunities
available to archaeologists. This edition's enhanced
full-color design improves the visual presentation and
enables users to more clearly see the key points of an
image. A rich array of supplemental resources
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includes a new companion website, as well as the
option to use the Doing Fieldwork: Archaeological
Demonstrations CD-ROM, Version 2.0, also developed
by the authors. Available with InfoTrac Student
Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Archaeologists Dig for Clues
"This work has long been recognized as a classic.
Both for its passionate statement concerning the
purpose of archaeology and the lucid and methodical
exposition of the techniques of excavation, this
volume still remains unmatched. Although there has
been an explosion of forensic techniques in the
recovery and analysis of various kinds of
archaeological data since then, there cannot be a
better introduction to the actual task of excavation
than what the author wrote on the basis of his British
and Indian experience."
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